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PROBLEMS

DURBAN.

n In our loose way we are accustomed to think of India as one
nation," said Sir Alfred Watson, in a lecture to the Insurance Insti
tution of London on 20th February last, but" No such notion could
survive even the tourist's cold weather trip to the land."
.
Sir Alfred Watson, formerly Editor of "The Statesman" of
Calcu~ta, is all authority on Indian affairs, and in the address
referred to he told his audience something about what British rule
has done and is doing for India.
In view of South Africa's Indian Problem, some of the facts he
mentioned are not without interest to us. India is a sUb-continent
as large as Europe, excluding Russia, with a population of over 400
millions, consisting of a large number of races, languages, religions
and social customs. Approximately 70 per cent. are Hindus, 22 per cent.
Muslims, whilst the remainder are made up of Sikhs, Jains, Parsees
Jews, Christians, etc. There are over 200 languages and dialects
and when the Indian Government has a nation-wide message to deliver,
it must be made in twelve (12) of the major languages.
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Sir Alfred pointed out that two-fifths of the soil
GOVERNMENT
and a quarter of the population of India is not British. These form
the Indian States, over five hundred in number, each with its own Ruler
and its autonomous government. Great Britain merely undertakes their
defence and the control of their foreign affairs, but within their
borders the Princes are supreme, and their rights to govern are
guarante~d by treaties.
HISTORY. Nation after nation has invaded India, gradually
driving south the original Dravidian inhapitants; in'turn the respec
tive invaders have been pushed south by the newcomers; Per~ians,
Greeks, Scythians, Parthians, Kushans: even the Hindus themselves
were· invaders. Finally came the conquering tide of Isiam and the Mogul
Empire, one of the most remarkable the world has ever seen. In Queen
Elizabeth's time came the British, who for more than a century were
there merely as traders, and might have remained so, but for the decay
of the Mogul Empire which allowed the land to sink into anarchy ..
RACIAL ZONING. The Tragedy of India is that these separate
peoples have never merged, but have remained apart.
From 1000 A.D. when the first Muslim kingdom was set up in Deccan,
Islam has made millions of forcible converts, but, even to-day
Muslim and Hindu do not inter-marry, do not eat at the same table do
,not take food or drink from the same hand; THEY LIVE IN SEPARATE
QUARTERS in the villages (racial zoning?), worship different gods,
and flame into violent antagonism over such matters as the killing of
cows, or music within the hearing of mosques, which is anathema to the
Muslims.
FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES.
Between Hindus and Muslims there
exist fundamental differences, and between their fai\hs there is
'something far deeper than a sectarian division.
Sir Frederick Whyte, K.C.S.I., in a recent publication, points
out that Islam is democratic, levelling, iconoclastic ,. and prosely
tizing; Hinduism is hierarchic if not aristocratic, founded on
inequality and without ' the crusading spirit of Islam. Islam is
simple, little concerned with ritual, crusading. in spirit, and flour
ishing in action. Hinduism is elaborate, fulfilling much of its
purpose in ritual and in the contemplative withdrawal from the world
of human activity.

•

SEGREGATION. The growth of democratic institutions in India led
to the result of segregating Muslim from Hindu, and the growth of refor:
mative institutions under British rule provided a new field for
rivalry. From a fear of exclusion of their co-religionists both from
representation and office, the political leaders of Islam demanded
separate electoral rolls of their own in which none but Mohammedans
should vote. Thus Muslim and Hindu electors are segregated into
.. COMMUNAL" constituencies, which tends still further to perpetuate
their separation.
In the course of less than 200 years the British have given to
India: fir.,-, internal peace such as the country never knew before;
second, the~administration of an equal law, and third, an efficient
direction over a far wider field of affairs than is covered by many
governments in other countries.
Over this huge country of diverse languages, customs and reli
gions Great Britain offers to relinquish the last remnants of her rule.
The Cripps' Plan was: First a Constituent Assembly. Second a
Constitution.
Third a new Indian Government, and Fourth, the relin
quishment of British rule to that Government.
That offer was rejected.
The Indian Congress, representing the Hindu section, proposed
the following "Alice in the looking glass n prbcedure: Eirst, the
withdrawal of British rule. Second, the formation of a provisional
government. Third, the evolution by that government of c scheme for
a Constituent Assembly and finally a Constitution •
.
The Muslim League disapproved of a Constitution based on the
economic and political unity of Iodia, and insisted on a separate
autonomous government for those provinces and states where the Muslims
are in a numerical maj ori t y"
The Hindu proposal for priority of the withdrawal of British
rule implies either an end to all rule, or the transfer of British rule
to another authority. But to which authority? If th~ withdrawal of
British rule is not to mean chaos, civil.disorder and' other evils, it
must be preceded by the establishment of an alternative authority,
which is plainly contrary to the terms of the Congres~ Party's resolu
tion, predicating as it does a government operating in a constitutional
vacuum. An obvious absurdity.
And yet for the success of an Independent India the co-operation
of these two antagonistic major sections, is an absolute" sine qua
non."
And there the matter stands to-day.
WHAT OF SOUTH AFRICA?
The same ageless antagonism and antipathy between these sections
of the Indian Community exists to-day in Natal. If in India they find
it necessary to have residential separation and a communal franchise
in order that there may be peace in the land, how much more indispen ~
sable are these things in a country essentially European in character,
civilisation and outlook. For in South Africa the antipathy of Hindu
towards Muslim is far from being the only explosive factor.
TBere is,
in addition, the undeniable aversion of the European to residential
inter-mingling, and his rec.ogni tion of the fact that the granting to
Indians of the ~anchise on the Common Roll must inevitably mean
Asiatic domination of this fair land of ours.
If the future history of the Union is to be one of peaceful co
operation between ~he races, a bold policy of SEGREGATIDN must be
initiated NOW. such a policy will, at the outset, be loudly
denounced by the noisy' minority of wealthy Indians who seek to compel
th~ Europeans to live and mix with them.
But that should not deter us.
"'At the time of the Indian Mutiny the great John Lawrence said:
II Reflect. on the
whole history of India.
" Where have we failed when we acted vigorously?"
"Where have we succeeded when guided by timid counsels?D
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